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595 SHAPED CAN NECKER ™

2014 – RevA



FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS BELVAC has set 
Production Standards in the metal container 

industry Worldwide with state of the art can  
forming machinery.
   As the world’s Global Brands continue to drive 
increased volume and competitive costs for  
differentiated metal containers for the beverage, 
aerosol, and food industries, the demand for  
high-speed production machinery that produces 
cost effective branded containers is also growing.
   Belvac Production Machinery meets this demand 
with machinery and complete process solutions of 
producing metal containers at high speeds, with 
high throughput, and reduced metal consumption.
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                  ONTAINERS THAT REQUIRE    
             vertical sidewall shaping and need 
to be finished as a can require a high-speed,  
dependable, and proven necking solution. 
The Belvac 595 Necking Platform is a per-
fect choice. The 595 , equipped with trans-
port modifications that will accommodate 
cans with shaped sidewalls, will effortlessly 
handle the shaped cans through all stages 
of the necking and associated processes.

595 SHAPED CAN NECKER ™
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Dual Purpose Necker
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            HE MODIFIED 595 is capable  
          of performing as a dual purpose 
necker. 
The 595 will neck shaped cans at up to 

1200 per minute and standard straight 
wall cans at up to 2400 per minute.  

All the quick-change features of the 
595 platform remain in both applications.
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Features of the 595 SHAPED CAN NECKER™
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HE 595 SHAPED CAN NECKER          
           is set up as either a single or dual 
drive depending on the required number 
of operations and subsequent number of 
stages required to arrive at the desired 
container. The 595  Necker demonstrates 
pocket-to-pocket integrity as the can 
moves through the necking process.  
Cans transfer with 12 pocket to 12 pocket 
starwheels.  
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Belvac’s infeed track work is 
compatible with many systems 
designed by many manufacturers. 
The infeed uses a constant velocity 
vacuum starwheel which brings 
cans into the machine at a steady 
rate. Damaged cans are dropped 
before entering the system,  
preventing jams and interruptions.

Infeed Track
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Modular Design Features

The modular design of the 595  platform features automatic lubrication, an  
optional integrated waxer infeed for unshaped cans, and air assisted discharge 
track work. The modular design also integrates a flanger, reformer, reprofiler, 
light tester, and inspection module in addition to the necking modules.

The 595  platform can accommodate up to 18 processing modular bases  
and an additional two-stages for can inspection modules.
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On the 595 platform, modified for 
shaped cans, vacuum piloted push 
plates introduce the can to the tooling 
keeping it concentric and square. The 
push plate manifold is adjustable for                   
timing purposes.

Push Plates

The vacuum transfer star wheels are 
also mechanically adjustable to allow 
for handling requirements of different 
or variable shape sidewalls. Vacuum 
is applied to the shaped can at   
different positions through these  
star wheels to assist in handling.

Starwheels
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Ram Assembly
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The ram assembly has a 1.75-inch 
stroke with a 180-degree working arc.
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Base Reprofiler

The Belvac base reprofiler reworks 
the outside profile of the base of 
the can providing stackability of 
206, 204, and 202 dome diameters. 
This eliminates the need for chang-
ing domer tooling in body makers, 
making it ideal for swing lines. A 
can designed for reprofiling allows 
improved inside spray with more 
reliable coverage.

Belvac’s can waxer is designed to  
apply mineral oil or hot wax lubricant 
to the exterior open ends of the cans 
prior to the necking operations (not 
shown on the machine.) Belvac offers 
a 450QC stand alone waxer module 
for shaped cans.

Can Waxer

The Belvac base reformer is essential 
for light weighting in the can making 
process. Reformer tooling assembly 
maximizes dome reversal and drop 
strength giving can makers the ability 
to use thinner coil stock. In addition, 
reforming allows improved inside 
spray with more reliable coverage.

Base Reformer
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The Belvac flangers incorporate de-
sign-engineering improvements that 
are essential for today’s demanding 
flange width requirements for bever-
age and food containers. The flanger 
has radial or axial spin heads that 
improve the formation of the flange 
and provide consistent flange width.

Flangers
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Automated, on-line inspection of 
beverage cans at production speeds  
is a reality with Belvac’s Vision  
Inspection System. The Belvac vision 
inspection system includes body 
maker ID and color dot. The vision 
inspection system is capable of  
detecting defects within the neck, 
flange, wall and dome areas of the 
cans.

LED Light Tester

The Belvac LED light tester uses 
proven SENCON technology to 
provide high-speed inspection for 
pinholes and gross split flanges:  
an air jet eliminating unreliable 
mechanical reject devices consis-
tently rejects failed cans.

Vision Inspection System



           ELVAC’S MODIFIED 595 SHAPED CAN NECKER   
            is an integral part of Belvac’s complete process solutions 
capable of producing shaped metal containers at high speeds, 
with high throughput, and with reduced metal consumption.

Belvac full service solutions supports container design and  
engineering, manufacturing process design and integration,  
provides a broad range of machinery for container shaping  
solutions as well as machinery installation and start up.   
Belvac will also support full container qualification processes.   
The Belvac partnership solution is the right choice for all  
your metal container shaping needs. 
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Technical Specifications 595 Shaped Can Necker
Can Body Size Range 202 (52.8 mm) to 211 (66.2 mm)

Can Neck Size Range 200 (50 mm) to 209 (62 mm)

Maximum Can Height 7.51” (190 mm)

Minimum Can Height 4.535” (115.2 mm)

Number of Pockets per Working Turret 12

Number of Pockets per Transfer Turret 12

Pocket-to-Pocket Integrity Yes

“Active” Pockets (Linear) 12

Shaped Can Option Capable Yes

“Active” Pockets (Recirculation) Not Applicable 

Rated Speed (CPM) Shaped Cans:  1200 CPM (100 RPM) Un-Shaped Cans: 2400 CPM (200 RPM)

Required Utilities: Dual Compressor Setup

Pressure Requirements Flow Requirements

50 psig (3.4 BAR) Process Air 
80 psig (5.5 BAR) Brake Circuit        

• 80 SCFM (38 SLPS) per Necking Turret
• 40 SCFM (19 SLPS) per Flanger, Trimmer, or Light Tester Turret

• 50 SCFM (24 SLPS) per Reformer or Reprofiler Turret  

Required Utilities: Single Compressor Setup
 

80 psig (5.5 BAR)
• 80 SCFM (38 SLPS) per Necking Turret

• 40 SCFM (19 SLPS) per Flanger, Trimmer, or Light Tester Turret
• 50 SCFM (24 SLPS) per Reformer or Reprofiler Turret  

Required Utilities: Inspection Blow-Off (Lt/V) 80 psig (5.5 BAR) minimum 100 SCFM (24 L/s) per Blow-Off

Trimmer Scrap Vacuum Utilities (Minimum) 15” WG @ 5000 Ft/Min (381 mm WG @1524 M/min) (Per Trimmer Scrap Exit)

Required Utilities: Vacuum

SHAPED CANS:
25 In/HG @ 20 SCFM/Active Process Spindle 

(635mmHG @ 9.5 SLPS)/Active Process Spindle
Example:

12-Pocket Starwheel Module with 180° Cam Working Arc Yields;
12*(180°/360°)*20 = 120 ACFM/Module

UN-SHAPED CANS For Trimmer, Flanger, & Light Testers:
8–10 In/HG @ 5 SCFM/Active Process Spindle 

(203mm–254mm HG @ 2.4 SLPS)/Active Process Spindle
Example:

12-Pocket Starwheel Module with 180° Cam Working Arc Yields;
12*(180°/360°)* 5 = 30 ACFM/ Module
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Technical Specifications 595 Shaped Can Necker

Machine Overall Dimensions

Length [31” (787.4mm) + 27” (685.8mm) xmm) x # Modules] 
Width (Non-Cradle Mount) 106” (2692mm)
Width (Cradle Mount) 131” (3327mm)
Height 99” (2514.6mm)

Maximum Neck Shoulder Dimension Approx. 0.81” (20.6mm)
Maximum Neck Length    0.750” (19.05mm)
Minimum Neck Length 0.23” (5.8mm)
Effective Push Cam Stroke (Less BIS) Max 1.750” (44.4mm) (RDC)
KO Cam Stroke Max 0.917” (23.3mm) (RDC)
Cam Dynamics Reduced Dynamics Cam (RDC)
Cam Style Matched Velocity
Cam Working Arc 180 degrees
Diameter Change Capability One QC parts kit per can diameter
Height Change Capability “Quick Change”
Ram Assembly Style Cast Iron Bushing with Dual Cam Followers
Main Shaft Style Horizontal
Guard Style Aluminum Extruded Modular Bi-Fold 
Main Drive Motor and Gearbox Single or Multiple Drive: Configuration Dependent
Gearbox Helical Bevel
Drive Gearing Spur Gear, Inline Steel Oil Bath Lubed
Transfer Shaft Assembly Quick Change Modular
Blowers Floor Standing
Infeed Star Wheel Quick Change Modular
Waxer Optional, Integral Model 480, hot wax or oil, gear driven
Transfer Starwheel Quick Change Modular
Discharge Starwheel Quick Change Modular
Face Seal Manifold Modular FSM HyComp Lining
Main Drive Side Bearing Tapered Roller Bearing
Pusher Side Bearing Radial Roller Bearing



Belvac is the clear 

choice for sustainable 

competitive advantage  

and the best option for 

new and innovative 

manufacturing 

processes.

ABOUT BELVAC

B ELVAC IS THE PREFERRED CHOICE OF THE 

world’s two piece can makers and the most 

trusted source for canmaking technology world-

wide. Belvac leads the industry with its design and 

production of continuous motion rotary technology. 

Belvac provides beverage canmakers with high-speed 

trimming, necking, base reprofiling and reforming, 

bottom rim coating, flanging and inspection technol-

ogy. Belvac has enabled their customers to steadily 

increase line speeds and improve quality and  

productivity, while significantly reducing materials 

costs. Belvac customers have a sustainable competi-

tive advantage in their market. 

             

            

With nearly half a century of experience developing 

cutting edge machinery and almost 100% of its  

machines still in use, Belvac is the best option for  

new and innovative manufacturing processes.  

A testament to Belvac’s dedication to quality, defect 

free products and precision engineering is that nearly 

all their machines are still in service — the oldest was 

made in the 1970s. Belvac engineers design their  

machines with industry leading precision. This  

technology is backed by Belvac’s highly   

trained engineers who have installed   

and serviced machines in 

49 countries.
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Corporate Headquarters
237 Graves Mill Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502 USA

Belvac USA
237 Graves Mill Road
Lynchburg, VA 24502
Toll Free: 800.423.5822
Tel:   434.239.0358
Fax: 434.239.1964 
info@belvac.com

Belvac Europe
Tylova 1/57
301 00 Plzen
Czech Republic
Tel:  +420.378.011.322
Fax: +420.378.011.325
sales-europe@belvac.com

Belvac Middle East FZE
JAFZA Business Plus
Warehouse No. S3B5WH01
JAFZ South, UAE, PO Box 18334
Tel:  +971.488.08.337
Fax: +971.488.07.838
sales-europe@belvac.com

Belvac China
Building No. 4
Hua Sheng Technology Area
No. 7 Chun Jui Road
Suzhou Industrial Park
Suzhou, China 215122
Tel:  +86.512.62890910
Fax: +86.512.62890911
info@belvac.com
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Belvac...the choice for all your can making needs.


